
The public perception of Berlin is one of transformation The public perception of Berlin is one of transformation 
and improvisation; of spatial disorder and a constant imand improvisation; of spatial disorder and a constant im--
permanence. Moving beyond the commodification of these permanence. Moving beyond the commodification of these 
contradictions and the economic exploitation of sub/councontradictions and the economic exploitation of sub/coun--
tercultures, the exhibition tercultures, the exhibition Porous CityPorous City opens up space  opens up space 
for questioning the ambiguous freedom of this paradigm: for questioning the ambiguous freedom of this paradigm: 
which phenomena and events bring about those breaks? which phenomena and events bring about those breaks? 
Which effects do they have on the urban order? The exhiWhich effects do they have on the urban order? The exhi--
bition asks who has a stake in the drawing-up of specific bition asks who has a stake in the drawing-up of specific 
borders within the historically politicized space of city livborders within the historically politicized space of city liv--
ing. Which counter-narratives can be developed in face ing. Which counter-narratives can be developed in face 
of powerful, seemingly victorious forces of displacement of powerful, seemingly victorious forces of displacement 
and in face of the commodification of ‘transformation’ and in face of the commodification of ‘transformation’ 
and ‘improvisation’? Where can places of resistance and and ‘improvisation’? Where can places of resistance and 
self-empowerment be found? The exhibitionself-empowerment be found? The exhibition Porous City:  Porous City: 
Thresholds in UrbanityThresholds in Urbanity brings together artists, activists,  brings together artists, activists, 
and perspectives that negotiate the urban territory of Berand perspectives that negotiate the urban territory of Ber--
lin as residential, living, and experiential space, creating lin as residential, living, and experiential space, creating 
visibility for marginalized spaces with their stories, contravisibility for marginalized spaces with their stories, contra--
dictions, anddictions, and overlaps.  overlaps. 

That living spaces and areas are not merely private That living spaces and areas are not merely private 
but in fact primarily collective spaces is demonstrated by but in fact primarily collective spaces is demonstrated by 
the the Das Co von Kotti & CoDas Co von Kotti & Co project by the sound art group  project by the sound art group 
Ultra-redUltra-red. Launched in 1994, the artist-activist collective . Launched in 1994, the artist-activist collective 
uses sound as a strategy of political intervention. Together uses sound as a strategy of political intervention. Together 
with young people from the tenant cooperative Kotti & with young people from the tenant cooperative Kotti & 
Co, they developed sound journals and objects from 2011 Co, they developed sound journals and objects from 2011 
to 2012 in order to investigate the sound of community to 2012 in order to investigate the sound of community 
living and protest. Sound becomes a means of collective living and protest. Sound becomes a means of collective 
reflection and communication—and potentially of self-emreflection and communication—and potentially of self-em--
powerment. But it is not only in public spaces that creative powerment. But it is not only in public spaces that creative 
processes of reappropriation make it possible to express processes of reappropriation make it possible to express 
a “right to the city,” thus opening up access to political a “right to the city,” thus opening up access to political 
debates on the future of the city. Tenant struggles are still debates on the future of the city. Tenant struggles are still 
a key part of Berlin’s image and social fabric—but the dia key part of Berlin’s image and social fabric—but the di--
versity and complexity of these movements often remain versity and complexity of these movements often remain 
buried. Beyond the “silent,” i.e. not vocally political squats buried. Beyond the “silent,” i.e. not vocally political squats 
of pre-unification East Berlin and the housing struggles of pre-unification East Berlin and the housing struggles 
of the 90s, this is also true of migrant women’s self-orgaof the 90s, this is also true of migrant women’s self-orga--
nization in Berlin’s Kreuzberg; in the face of racist urban nization in Berlin’s Kreuzberg; in the face of racist urban 
policies of the 70s and 80s such as the Zuzugssperre (mipolicies of the 70s and 80s such as the Zuzugssperre (mi--
gration ban on non-European citizens moving to areas with gration ban on non-European citizens moving to areas with 
existing migrant communities of a certain size) and the existing migrant communities of a certain size) and the 
unofficial Ausländerzuschlag (foreigner rent surcharge unofficial Ausländerzuschlag (foreigner rent surcharge 
landlords demanded of non-German citizens), they formed landlords demanded of non-German citizens), they formed 
associations to overcome oppressive housing and living associations to overcome oppressive housing and living 
conditions. Parts of the conditions. Parts of the Kämpfende Hütten Kämpfende Hütten exhibition are exhibition are 
based on the eponymous Berlin based on the eponymous Berlin exhibition collectiveexhibition collective that  that 
has been taken up within Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien, has been taken up within Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien, 
telling marginalized stories and giving insights into the art telling marginalized stories and giving insights into the art 
space’s own entanglements and storied history as a conspace’s own entanglements and storied history as a con--
tested place. The tenant organization in Märkisches Vitested place. The tenant organization in Märkisches Vi--
ertel—a housing estate planned and built as a showcase ertel—a housing estate planned and built as a showcase 
of post-war construction—likewise shows that resistance of post-war construction—likewise shows that resistance 
to urban housing policy has not been limited to the curto urban housing policy has not been limited to the cur--
rent center of Berlin. In his work rent center of Berlin. In his work Long SorrowLong Sorrow (2005), 
artist Anri SalaAnri Sala explores the lacuna between perceived 
architectural desolation and individual self-empowerment 
in Märkisches Viertel—dubbed “Langer Jammer” or long 
sorrow by the tenants—from a highly personal and pres-
ent-day perspective. On the 18th floor of a building, free 
jazz saxophonist Jemeel Moondoc’s ecstatic performance 

transforms domestic architecture into a stage for artistic transforms domestic architecture into a stage for artistic 
creation.creation.

Genuine practices of resistance and the reclamation Genuine practices of resistance and the reclamation 
of urban space form (and have formed) themselves largely of urban space form (and have formed) themselves largely 
in conflict with police violence, as made clear in the title of in conflict with police violence, as made clear in the title of 
the 1981 work the 1981 work StaatsgewaltStaatsgewalt (a term translatable into En-
glish both as state authority and state violence) by the artglish both as state authority and state violence) by the art-
ist ist Akbar BehkalamAkbar Behkalam. As a direct artistic reprocessing of 
the Kreuzberg squatting and housing struggles of the 80s, the Kreuzberg squatting and housing struggles of the 80s, 
it expresses the power differential between city residents it expresses the power differential between city residents 
and organs of the state. In a new artistic production, and organs of the state. In a new artistic production, Pınar 
ÖğrenciÖğrenci focuses her attention on the conflicts between  focuses her attention on the conflicts between 
housing needs, urban planning, personal memory, and colhousing needs, urban planning, personal memory, and col-
lective historical narrative. In a confrontation with one of lective historical narrative. In a confrontation with one of 
Berlin’s most consequential urban renewal projects—the Berlin’s most consequential urban renewal projects—the 
IBA International Building Exhibition of 1984-87—she enIBA International Building Exhibition of 1984-87—she en-
ters architect Heide Moldenhauer’s photo archive and the ters architect Heide Moldenhauer’s photo archive and the 
research work of the academic Esra Akcan into dialog, research work of the academic Esra Akcan into dialog, 
posing questions about the lines that connect migration, posing questions about the lines that connect migration, 
architecture, and feminism in Berlin’s Kreuzberg. In their architecture, and feminism in Berlin’s Kreuzberg. In their 
2003 video work 2003 video work ES Express—Touren durch die Ersatz-
StadtStadt (Tours Through the Substitute City), (Tours Through the Substitute City), Micz Flor/
Merle Kröger/Philip ScheffnerMerle Kröger/Philip Scheffner highlight the importance 
of the kinds of debates and struggles on urban space that of the kinds of debates and struggles on urban space that 
have long been conducted on the periphery. The four-part have long been conducted on the periphery. The four-part 
documentary series joins up with various people—among documentary series joins up with various people—among 
them Bert Neumann, Kanak Attack, and activists of Wathem Bert Neumann, Kanak Attack, and activists of Wa-
genburg Der Kanal (formerly Schwarzer Kanal)—in congenburg Der Kanal (formerly Schwarzer Kanal)—in con-
versation with artists from Istanbul and Mumbai during versation with artists from Istanbul and Mumbai during 
sightseeing tours through Berlin. In contrast to guided sightseeing tours through Berlin. In contrast to guided 
tours of a more touristic nature, each trip sketches out its tours of a more touristic nature, each trip sketches out its 
own sociopolitical motivation and thus creates an image own sociopolitical motivation and thus creates an image 
of Berlin as a constellation: a substitute city, residential of Berlin as a constellation: a substitute city, residential 
city, border city, and mobile city.city, border city, and mobile city. In Bonjour tote Arbeit
(Bonjour Dead Labor, 2019), (Bonjour Dead Labor, 2019), Alice Creischer and Andreas 
SiekmannSiekmann tackle the original question of the commodity  tackle the original question of the commodity 
form of art and its functionalization in current processes form of art and its functionalization in current processes 
of valorizing the city.of valorizing the city.

The city is always also a space for imagination in which The city is always also a space for imagination in which 
a range of social self-images and self-determinations ina range of social self-images and self-determinations in-
scribe themselves: the video work scribe themselves: the video work Desenho / Canteiro | 
Plan / Plat Plan / Plat (2014) by (2014) by Bárbara Wagner and Benjamin de 
Burca Burca demonstrates that processes of exclusion and indemonstrates that processes of exclusion and in-
clusion do not begin with finished buildings, instead circlusion do not begin with finished buildings, instead cir-
culating in the vocabulary, images, and slogans of neolibculating in the vocabulary, images, and slogans of neolib-
eral exploitation logics even at the planning stage. The eral exploitation logics even at the planning stage. The 
questions of who and what do and do not belong in the questions of who and what do and do not belong in the 
city are not always decided at visible borders. city are not always decided at visible borders. Nasan Tur’s 
installation installation invisibleinvisible indicates how in city space, belong-
ing is always subject to complex ideological assumptions: 
surveillance photographs of mosques and Islamic institu-
tions show entrances barely distinguishable from other 
ordinary places, instead almost invisibly integrated into 
housing blocks or building courtyards. Is non-visibility in 
public space a sign of presence being taken for natural—or 
does it rather symbolize exclusion?

In her video work Berlin Zoo (2003), Filipa César pres-
ents looped close-ups of commuters at Bahnhof Zoo, 
seemingly staring in amazement and awe at the arrivals 
and departures display. To the backdrop sounds of birds, a 
fake documentary film about the second nature of the me-
tropolis of Berlin unfolds. While César’s film is a humorous 
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Your book Mieterkämpfe. Vom Kaiserreich bis heute—
Das Beispiel Berlin (Renter Struggles from the German 
Empire until Today—The Berlin Example) appeared in 
2018. Alongside authors including the exhibition collec--
tive Kämpfende Hütten (Huts in Battle), you retrace the 
contradictors and forgotten housing struggles of Berlin 
from 1870 up until today. Part of this has been the au--
thors speaking of a desire to see the issue of housing po-
liticized from below. How could this be imagined? What 
is this “much more than your own four walls” which was 
one of the things at stake in struggles around rent and 
housing?

The forces that politicized the issue of housing always 
had more than just housing in mind. We sometimes use the 
term “renter movement” in the book—a term I’m critical 
towards, as there’s no “movement” to speak of in this his--
torical context. There is no single historical line from the 
German Empire until today that you can today retrace as 

“the renter movement.” The instances we looked at took 
place in the context of social and political movements that 
had more than just homes and rent in mind: the worker 
movement during the German Empire and the Weimar Re--
public, the student movement and the new social move--
ments in West Berlin after 1968, and to a degree even 
the leftist opposition in East Germany around the time of 
reunification.

The first rental struggles occurred locally around the turn 
of the century, like the 1872 riots in Friedrichshain’s Blu--
menstraße. The basis was the “Kiez [community] struc-
ture,” the immediate neighborhood or the pub that also 
functioned as a kind of support center and meeting point. 
Is this kind of localness also a part of current struggles?

One key factor was the geographical closeness of 
home and work. It was a part of the general reality of life 
during the German Empire and the Weimar Republic that 
you lived in a residential building with a metal workshop 
or a factory in the back courtyard. As well as that, people 
weren’t able to travel as freely as today, cars and public 
transport only became established gradually. The later 
geographic separation of home and work is a phenomenon 
of modern urban development. But most housing disputes 
obviously still unfold in smaller local entities, the local 
neighborhood, district, or borough, as shown by the Bi-
zim Kiez example in Kreuzberg where the eviction notice 
given to a fruit and veg shop set everything in motion. It’s 
not uncommon for tenants of one single landlord to work 
together, as they did against the Padovicz group of com-
panies in Friedrichshain. But there are also Berlin-wide al-
liances, where tenants from various residential areas and 
boroughs are organizing together, like against Deutsche 
Wohnen.

How do people come together? How does collectivity 
happen?

Looking back 100 years, there was a working class 
in Berlin and a collective awareness of your own social 
condition, the reasons for it, and what needed to happen 
for it to change. Obviously, the housing situation was an 
important part of this. The largest squats were anchored 
in an alternative scene that was energized by a particular 

engagement with the ‘idiosyncrasy’ of the city dweller, 
Harun Farocki’s 1981 film essay Stadtbild (View of the 
City) focuses on the conflicts that have burned, quite liter-
ally, across the cityscape of Berlin since the 1960s. Com-
bining photographs with interviews, Farocki explores our 
changing relationship to old and new architecture while 
also exploring the connotations and hopes brought along 
by the terms ‘old’ and ‘new.’ Decorative facades, orna-
ment, and the Gründerzeit style are brought into juxta-
position with post-war buildings, cubic forms, and glass.

A reading of seemingly superficial phenomena such 
as architectural style and facade style, however, can of-
ten reveal deeply rooted colonial power structures and 
desires for representation of national prestige. To go be-
yond merely highlighting such architectural and historical 
inscriptions and instead make them porous and fragile, 
decolonial perspectives on the city are needed. Nathalie 
Anguezomo Mba Bikoro and Anaïs Héraud-Louisadat
worked from 2015 to 2017 as Squat Monument, during 
which time they created the video work We Built the Kili-
manjaro! (2016). The title refers to a scene in the Nazi 
propaganda film Carl Peters (1942) by Herbert Selpin, in 
which the overlaying of the Victory Column in Berlin with 
Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania creates a key image in the 
affirmation of German colonial might after the 1885 Berlin 
Conference (also referred to as the Congo Conference). 
It is against this violent history that the female artist col-
lective positions Berlin women’s shared narratives and 
personal impressions of the monument, asking how new 
narrative forms can be inscribed onto old walls. Emily 
Hass likewise follows the traces of personal memory in 
the city space of Berlin in her work Altonaer Straße 2
(2008). Her watercolor series reconstructs architectural 
plans and blueprints of the now-demolished home of her 
Jewish father, who was forced to flee Berlin in the 1930s. 
Hadas Tapouchi gave her photographic series the name
Transforming (2013-ongoing); it documents the approxi-
mately 3000 forced-labor camps that existed in Berlin and 
Brandenburg between 1939 and 1945. Formerly key parts 
of the Nazi war economy and everyday life, few traces 
of them remain in today’s Berlin infrastructure. Which 
transformations, reinterpretations, and changes do urban 
spaces experience in the course of history and which nor-
malizations and neutralizations of historical catastrophes 
have been inscribed into the urban body—even in the form 
of absence?

In his film essay ziyaret (2019), Aykan Safoğlu ex-
plores the boundaries between private and public memory 
and between loss and memory during a walk in the Alter 
St.-Matthäus-Kirchhof cemetery in Berlin’s Schöneberg. 
Ziyaret is an aesthetic and symbolic moving-closer to the 
cemetery as an archaeological site, making visible forgot-
ten and marginalized stories of migration, anti-colonial 
movements, and AIDS activism in Berlin. Juliane Henrich’s 
2008 film spurnahme (tracing) shows how power and 
domination is built on the past but also inscribed into the 
ideological self-image of urban space. Photographs of 
the Chausseestraße area in Mitte and of Berlin in differ-
ent eras, histories, and perspectives are overlapped. Via 
crossfades and off-camera commentary, Henrich moves 
closer layer by layer to the urban upheavals, destructions, 
and social effects of this place, which is today the head-
quarters of Germany’s Federal Intelligence Service.

By bringing together artists, activists, and their var-
ious perspectives, the exhibition opens up a view of city 
life as a porous and precarious nexus of relationships 
that requires constant renegotiation. Rather than making 
claims to urban sociology insights or a linear historiog-
raphy of urban struggles, the exhibition seeks instead to 
give visibility to (hidden) boundary-creation processes 
and power relations in urban space—and likewise to the 
creative possibilities of appropriating and reinterpreting 
them. Showing the part these power relations play within 
urban value-creation processes is what reveals the en-
tanglements and consolidations that follow from various 
regimes of marginalizing specific bodies and memories 
within those spaces. The examination of the city thus be-
comes an examination of lived experience in urban space, 
of the social forms made possible or impossible by partic-
ular architectures, and of ‘residential society’ as a social 
architecture itself. ·
Caroline Adler is a cultural studies scholar  
and freelance curator in Berlin.

Eylem Sengezer is a freelance curator and  
a diversity advisor at Diversity Arts Culture.

“IT WASN’T JUST 
ABOUT HOUSING”

Philipp Mattern interviewed by Caroline Adler and Eylem Sengezer

zeitgeist. There’s hardly anything like that around today. zeitgeist. There’s hardly anything like that around today. 
Instead, you often see a political activism that isn’t reInstead, you often see a political activism that isn’t re--
ally organically linked to the milieu it’s trying to influence. ally organically linked to the milieu it’s trying to influence. 
People try to mobile the neighborhood and then they’re People try to mobile the neighborhood and then they’re 
amazed when it doesn’t happen. It’s barely possible to amazed when it doesn’t happen. It’s barely possible to 

“synthetically” produce the kind of collectivity you spoke “synthetically” produce the kind of collectivity you spoke 
about. And imitating it via gesture politics or professional about. And imitating it via gesture politics or professional 
techniques of polity management—the keyword here betechniques of polity management—the keyword here be--
ing ing organizing—organizing—changes very little. This is a big problem changes very little. This is a big problem 
at the moment.at the moment.

Your book is dedicated to a side of Berlin’s tenant-led Your book is dedicated to a side of Berlin’s tenant-led 
protests and occupations that is at times marginalized—protests and occupations that is at times marginalized—
such as the contribution of migrant women to the transsuch as the contribution of migrant women to the trans--
formation of urban space in Kreuzberg. Why is the miformation of urban space in Kreuzberg. Why is the mi--
grant perspective still marginalized today?grant perspective still marginalized today?

Taken as a whole, the history of renter struggles is Taken as a whole, the history of renter struggles is 
a buried and hidden trail which remains in the historical a buried and hidden trail which remains in the historical 
memory at certain points as myth or legend. What is inmemory at certain points as myth or legend. What is in--
cluded in this is, of course, very selective. As usual, history cluded in this is, of course, very selective. As usual, history 
is here written, if not exactly by the winners, then by the is here written, if not exactly by the winners, then by the 
most vocal groups. The students of 1968 quickly learned most vocal groups. The students of 1968 quickly learned 
to do politics professionally, to occupy images and narto do politics professionally, to occupy images and nar--
ratives and use them to their strategic advantage. So it’s ratives and use them to their strategic advantage. So it’s 
no coincidence that these days, when thinking about the no coincidence that these days, when thinking about the 
squatters of the old West Berlin, we think more of long-squatters of the old West Berlin, we think more of long-
haired students and less of Turkish and Kurdish women. haired students and less of Turkish and Kurdish women. 
And beyond these already-hidden traces there are branch-And beyond these already-hidden traces there are branch-
offs that are even more difficult to follow. This is also true offs that are even more difficult to follow. This is also true 
with working-class teenagers and apprentices, as you see with working-class teenagers and apprentices, as you see 
with Georg-von-Rauch-Haus in Kreuzberg and with Märkwith Georg-von-Rauch-Haus in Kreuzberg and with Märk--
isches Viertel.isches Viertel.

From a more pessimistic perspective, it could be said From a more pessimistic perspective, it could be said 
that Berlin’s history of building struggles is a history of that Berlin’s history of building struggles is a history of 
failure and stops. What kind of continuity can we see failure and stops. What kind of continuity can we see 
over the years? And how could we link back up with any over the years? And how could we link back up with any 
of this today?of this today?

The continuity is that we can’t just stare at the specThe continuity is that we can’t just stare at the spec--
tacle. The Blumenstraße riots were a huge uprising that tacle. The Blumenstraße riots were a huge uprising that 
lasted a week—and changed nothing. And to flip it around, lasted a week—and changed nothing. And to flip it around, 
there is a kind of persistent failure that, in the end, has a there is a kind of persistent failure that, in the end, has a 
massive impact. Like the squats that were evicted time massive impact. Like the squats that were evicted time 
and again but later were the first ones to bring the concept and again but later were the first ones to bring the concept 
of “careful urban renewal” onto the agenda.of “careful urban renewal” onto the agenda.

Almost all rental struggles have at some point been Almost all rental struggles have at some point been 
closed off by state power. How do you assess the role closed off by state power. How do you assess the role 
of state bodies today in relation to the successes and of state bodies today in relation to the successes and 
failures of these kinds of resistance?failures of these kinds of resistance?

A current example: after a demonstration against A current example: after a demonstration against 
closure of the Potse and Drugstore youth centers in closure of the Potse and Drugstore youth centers in 
Potsdamer Straße in Schöneberg, a group of teenagers Potsdamer Straße in Schöneberg, a group of teenagers 
occupied a building in the Dragoner Areal. You would occupied a building in the Dragoner Areal. You would 
be justified in asking why the red-red-green [the govbe justified in asking why the red-red-green [the gov--
erning majority of two left-wing parties and one green erning majority of two left-wing parties and one green 
party] Senate in Berlin would immediately call the police party] Senate in Berlin would immediately call the police 
to kick teenagers out of a building owned by the city. to kick teenagers out of a building owned by the city. 
This is extremely questionable. How could they fail to This is extremely questionable. How could they fail to 
keep these youth centers open? It becomes less a queskeep these youth centers open? It becomes less a ques--
tion of state power and more a question of political will.tion of state power and more a question of political will.

Anri Sala – Long Sorrow, 2005, Single-channel HD video transferred from 
super 16 mm film and stereo sound, Duration: 12 min 57 sec, Courtesy: 

Marian Goodman Gallery; Hauser & Wirth; Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris; 
Esther Schipper, Berlin;Galerie Rüdiger Schöttle, Munich



Another Berlin example is the 2012 occupation of the 
Gerhart-Hauptmann-Schule in Kreuzberg. The refugees 
articulated clear demands for a right to the city and 
to housing. Why are occupations like these now being 
looked down upon and called illegitimate?

When past squatter movements were more accepted, 
it had to do with unique circumstances that aren’t present 
today: a housing crisis despite mass numbers of vacant 
buildings; political movements and subcultural scenes 
which were not only about access to housing but also which were not only about access to housing but also 
about bringing about alternative lifestyles.about bringing about alternative lifestyles.

It’s impossible to avoid Friedrich Engels’ text It’s impossible to avoid Friedrich Engels’ text The Hous-
ing Questioning Question in the subtext of these movements. Even  in the subtext of these movements. Even 
then it was about public ownership rather than private then it was about public ownership rather than private 
ownership, and about the idea that the housing probownership, and about the idea that the housing prob-
lem–the housing question–cannot be solved via urban lem–the housing question–cannot be solved via urban 
planning and architecture and rather only via structural planning and architecture and rather only via structural 
change. How would you answer that question today?change. How would you answer that question today?

Engels wrote Engels wrote The Housing QuestionThe Housing Question in 1872—in the  in 1872—in the 
same year as the Blumenstraße riots in Friedrichshain. same year as the Blumenstraße riots in Friedrichshain. 
There is the much-quoted passage that under capitalism, There is the much-quoted passage that under capitalism, 
the answer to the housing question can be found just as the answer to the housing question can be found just as 
easily as the answer to any other social question—i.e. not easily as the answer to any other social question—i.e. not 
at all, or at least not permanently. This might be true, but at all, or at least not permanently. This might be true, but 
the problem is that Engels wrote this in 1872, in the darkthe problem is that Engels wrote this in 1872, in the dark--
est days of the German Empire. When there had not even est days of the German Empire. When there had not even 
been the first movements towards the modern welfare been the first movements towards the modern welfare 
state in Germany. Even Bismarck’s social reforms only state in Germany. Even Bismarck’s social reforms only 
came a decade later. What Engels couldn’t have known is came a decade later. What Engels couldn’t have known is 
that the housing question, even if it was not permanently that the housing question, even if it was not permanently 
resolved, would largely disappear in much of Europe in the resolved, would largely disappear in much of Europe in the 
20th century. At least in the west, but less as a rejection 20th century. At least in the west, but less as a rejection 
of capitalism and rather in the form of the welfare state. of capitalism and rather in the form of the welfare state. 
The return of the housing question has been discussed The return of the housing question has been discussed 
for several years now. It is no coincidence that it’s returnfor several years now. It is no coincidence that it’s return--
ing: it’s a consequence of the dismantling of the welfare ing: it’s a consequence of the dismantling of the welfare 
state. So what’s super interesting here is how the welstate. So what’s super interesting here is how the wel--
fare state could be expanded again in the future. For any fare state could be expanded again in the future. For any 
major housing shortage in Berlin today, the issue could major housing shortage in Berlin today, the issue could 
be solved by taking public money and building housing for be solved by taking public money and building housing for 
public ownership.public ownership.

Is Berlin’s rent cap just a stopgap, then, or is it a good Is Berlin’s rent cap just a stopgap, then, or is it a good 
example of the welfare state taking action?example of the welfare state taking action?

The rent cap is an instrument of far-reaching regulaThe rent cap is an instrument of far-reaching regula--
tion. It is being used to take new legal paths. But regulation tion. It is being used to take new legal paths. But regulation 
isn’t the same thing as creation. The welfare state only isn’t the same thing as creation. The welfare state only 
really begins when the state becomes a player itself, shapreally begins when the state becomes a player itself, shap--
ing things itself. So as pleasing as it is to see the rent cap, ing things itself. So as pleasing as it is to see the rent cap, 
it is in the end just a reaction to the failed housing policy it is in the end just a reaction to the failed housing policy 
that caused this overstimulated housing market in recent that caused this overstimulated housing market in recent 
years and decades. There is a huge demand for housing, years and decades. There is a huge demand for housing, 
and very little supply. Property owners can extract a huge and very little supply. Property owners can extract a huge 
amount from this kind of situation, both from new rentals amount from this kind of situation, both from new rentals 
and via rent increases. Which is why rents are now being and via rent increases. Which is why rents are now being 
capped for five years, to buy enough time to alleviate the capped for five years, to buy enough time to alleviate the 
problem by increasing the supply of affordable housing. problem by increasing the supply of affordable housing. 
The welfare state taking action thus means actually buildThe welfare state taking action thus means actually build--
ing enough quality housing and developing neighborhoods ing enough quality housing and developing neighborhoods 
thoughtfully. This is the challenge the red-red-green cothoughtfully. This is the challenge the red-red-green co--
alition has set itself with the rent cap and it is vitally imalition has set itself with the rent cap and it is vitally im--
portant to keep a close watch on them—and to give them portant to keep a close watch on them—and to give them 
a rap across the knuckles if needed.a rap across the knuckles if needed.

The MUFs (Modulare Unterkünfte für Flüchtlinge, The MUFs (Modulare Unterkünfte für Flüchtlinge, 
modular housing for refugees) are a negative example of modular housing for refugees) are a negative example of 
recent housing policy. These are modular, cheap, quickly recent housing policy. These are modular, cheap, quickly 
constructed buildings with small multi-person rooms. A constructed buildings with small multi-person rooms. A 
shower, a toilet in the corridor, low ceilings, hardly any shower, a toilet in the corridor, low ceilings, hardly any 
daylight. Up to 450 residents in each building. Berlin is daylight. Up to 450 residents in each building. Berlin is 
building them, or planning to build them, in dozens of locabuilding them, or planning to build them, in dozens of loca--
tions, often far away from normal residential areas. It’s obtions, often far away from normal residential areas. It’s ob--
vious that this is setting a course that will establish a new vious that this is setting a course that will establish a new 
substandard for people who can’t get anything through substandard for people who can’t get anything through 
the regular housing market; deliberately undercutting the regular housing market; deliberately undercutting 
standards in terms of space and interior fittings, as well as standards in terms of space and interior fittings, as well as 
in terms of location and development. When these buildin terms of location and development. When these build--
ings are no longer being used by refugees, other groups ings are no longer being used by refugees, other groups 
will be housed there. It’s been said that they’re a key buildwill be housed there. It’s been said that they’re a key build--
ing block for providing social housing in Berlin. It’s actually ing block for providing social housing in Berlin. It’s actually 
scandalous that various politicians are saying things like scandalous that various politicians are saying things like 
this, including those from the Greens, the Left, and the this, including those from the Greens, the Left, and the 
Social Democrats. It’s obvious that a development like this Social Democrats. It’s obvious that a development like this 
will have horrible long-term consequences for the housing will have horrible long-term consequences for the housing 
market. There has to be a decision here about which dimarket. There has to be a decision here about which di--
rection we head in. rection we head in. ·
Philipp Mattern is a political scientist. He is active within 
the Berliner MieterGemeinschaft tenant association 
and is editor of the book Mieterkämpfe. Vom Kaiserreich 
bis heute—Das Beispiel Berlin (Renter Struggles from  
the German Empire until Today—The Berlin Example), 
published by Bertz + Fischer.

In your research, you’ve advocated for a “reconsider-
ation of the epistemic premises of urbanism”—for an ur-
ban decolonization. What are these epistemic premises? 
Could you describe your position within urbanism?

My dissertation is informed by leftist theoretical 
streams in urbanism like David Harvey, Neil Brenner, and 
Kanishka Goonewardena, where it’s about a Marxist or 
neo-Marxist analysis of the production of the urban, in-
spired by Henri Lefebvre. And beyond that, I myself have 
a background in anti-racist, self-organized civil society 
work. During the 2014 edition of the annual Bundeskonwork. During the 2014 edition of the annual Bundeskon-
gress Internationalismus (BUKO, Federal Congress for gress Internationalismus (BUKO, Federal Congress for 
Internationalism) conference, I had seen how the anInternationalism) conference, I had seen how the an-
ti-gentrification and housing struggles were being almost ti-gentrification and housing struggles were being almost 
entirely separated off form refugees’ struggles—up until entirely separated off form refugees’ struggles—up until 
a large joint discussion where I was on the panel. I was a large joint discussion where I was on the panel. I was 
bothered by the question of why refugees’ struggles bothered by the question of why refugees’ struggles 
hardly received any attention in debates on public space hardly received any attention in debates on public space 
and housing policy. One observation was that it was about and housing policy. One observation was that it was about 
very white struggles, led by people already in the city, who very white struggles, led by people already in the city, who 
already had housing, and who were now leading protests already had housing, and who were now leading protests 
against rising rents. So they are starting from a completely against rising rents. So they are starting from a completely 
different position to refugees, who still have to get access different position to refugees, who still have to get access 
to the city in the first place. There were no reflections to the city in the first place. There were no reflections 
on these conditions, nor were they placed in relation to on these conditions, nor were they placed in relation to 
each other. It was obvious we had to examine issues of each other. It was obvious we had to examine issues of 
neoliberal spatial production, which then in turn raised the neoliberal spatial production, which then in turn raised the 
next issue–of why exactly an examination of racism, or a next issue–of why exactly an examination of racism, or a 
feminist or at least gender-based analysis, just wasn’t infeminist or at least gender-based analysis, just wasn’t in--

herent to these discourses at all. Even David Harvey sees herent to these discourses at all. Even David Harvey sees 
them as a side contradiction. This is key: why is the one them as a side contradiction. This is key: why is the one 
thing a main contradiction and the other a side contrathing a main contradiction and the other a side contra--
diction? This is a question we sought to work on with the diction? This is a question we sought to work on with the 
2012 conference Decolonialize the City!—Decolonial Per2012 conference Decolonialize the City!—Decolonial Per--
spectives in the Neoliberal City. Engaging with decolonial spectives in the Neoliberal City. Engaging with decolonial 
theory and the concept of coloniality of power seemed to theory and the concept of coloniality of power seemed to 
us to be very helpful tools for analyzing neoliberal urban us to be very helpful tools for analyzing neoliberal urban 
production. Looking back, that was a key moment, with production. Looking back, that was a key moment, with 
the struggles of refugees in Lampedusa increasingly domthe struggles of refugees in Lampedusa increasingly dom--
inating European debates on flight and migration.inating European debates on flight and migration.

The kind of central presence of migrants you find in The kind of central presence of migrants you find in 
Berlin isn’t there in the same form in other European citBerlin isn’t there in the same form in other European cit--
ies. So the migrant struggles started from different base ies. So the migrant struggles started from different base 
assumptions. People were behind the wall for years, and assumptions. People were behind the wall for years, and 
from a West perspective, had been forced out to the from a West perspective, had been forced out to the 
edges. When the wall fell, the center and periphery sudedges. When the wall fell, the center and periphery sud-
denly shifted, meaning that logics of value exploitation denly shifted, meaning that logics of value exploitation 
were set in motion too. Thinking of Paris or London, the were set in motion too. Thinking of Paris or London, the 
inner cities, i.e. the centers of power, are visibly and obinner cities, i.e. the centers of power, are visibly and ob--
viously very white and bourgeois. Initially, the Green-led viously very white and bourgeois. Initially, the Green-led 
district council supported the presence of refugees on district council supported the presence of refugees on 
Oranienplatz, but eventually the situation escalated when Oranienplatz, but eventually the situation escalated when 
the national-level debates on European refugee and mithe national-level debates on European refugee and mi--
gration policy broke through. In 2013, refugees were living 
in the Gerhart-Hauptmann-Schule in Kreuzberg and were 
set to be evicted. The area was completely locked off for 
a whole week. I spoke with my students at the time about 
the securitization of the city and the question of how se-
curity policy in cities is being militarized, and about refu-
gees’ struggles—a state of affairs that was obvious from 
just looking out of your front door. It was very clear that 
the issue of border security would no longer be located at 
Europe’s outer borders and that it would be relocated into 
cities themselves. 

In your article “Zur Kolonialität des Städtischen” (On 
the Coloniality of the Urban) you write that within urban-
ism, it is “mostly Eurocentric concepts oriented toward 
Western towns and cities that are applied,” and thus that 

analysis of colonialism is neglected. How far is this true 
of Berlin? 

I’m currently working with Giovanni Picker from the 
University of Glasgow on a book about the urban sociolog-
ical model developed in the early 1990s for the European 
town and city. Picker wrote the book Racial Cities, which 
makes the central argument that colonial urban planning is 
a matrix reimported back into Europe to organize housing 
and urban planning not just based on social issues but also 

on ethnicized lines. One example is the hygiene narrative 
that Picker has analyzed for various European cities in rela-
tion to Romani and Sinti people and their situation in urban 
space. It was via a hygiene-based argument that Romani 
and Sinti were resettled or expelled from city centers. This 
is where he refers to colonial urban planning. In our book, 
we argue that a racist idea is inherent to the idea of the Eu-
ropean town and city, and that while this idea is not named, ropean town and city, and that while this idea is not named, 
it is brought into urban sociological models as a higher-level it is brought into urban sociological models as a higher-level 
development goal. The key terms here are modernity and development goal. The key terms here are modernity and 
industrialization: the degree of modernity and industrialindustrialization: the degree of modernity and industrial-
ization in a city becomes the indicator of its level of develization in a city becomes the indicator of its level of devel-
opment. But the contradictions of modernity, which have opment. But the contradictions of modernity, which have 
to be seen in the context of colonialism, are never named to be seen in the context of colonialism, are never named 
or reflected upon. It’s in this context that we ask if another or reflected upon. It’s in this context that we ask if another 
genealogy of the city or of the urban is possible. genealogy of the city or of the urban is possible. 

In your research work on street trading on Berlin, you In your research work on street trading on Berlin, you 
highlight how even in the early 90s—via the introduction highlight how even in the early 90s—via the introduction 
of the “negative catalog” street ordinance that governed of the “negative catalog” street ordinance that governed 
and controlled street trading—public space in Old Berlin and controlled street trading—public space in Old Berlin 
(i.e. Mitte) coincided with urban development debates on (i.e. Mitte) coincided with urban development debates on 
national prestige. Based on this example, could you exnational prestige. Based on this example, could you ex-
plain how political action, city marketing, and the return plain how political action, city marketing, and the return 
to debates about the nation were mutually dependent on to debates about the nation were mutually dependent on 
each other around 1990?each other around 1990?

Urban development in Mitte shows how the historical 
act of reaching back to the Gründerzeit—which was the 
time prior to National Socialism and communist East Ger-
many—is something that also involved economically moti-
vated lines of development. When I was researching Berlin 
street trading, it became obvious that these harsh regula-
tions—the negative catalogue, as it’s called—make street 
trading almost impossible. In the 90s, there were archi-
tectural renders of the ‘city of tomorrow’—newspapers 
were full of images of what Berlin would look like in the 
future—and at the same time, there were people on the 
streets selling bits of the Wall and souvenirs, earning good 
money. A lot of things weren’t regulated. In East Berlin, 
for example, it wasn’t clear which authority was respon-
sible for public order. At points things became anarchic 
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and self-organized. In interviews I did for my research, it 
became clear that street traders tried to formulate their 
own political interests, which failed. Based on bourgeois 
images of the European city, the plan was to make the city 
pedestrian and consumer-friendly. Street traders weren’t 
only seen as disrupting traffic flows—they were considered 
to be a phenomenon from developing countries, disrupt-
ing the self-image of the developed, bourgeois city. Public 
space was unthinkable as potential space for something 
like the “Ich-AG” [Me Inc., a self-employment scheme for 
unemployed people] that had come into being around that 
time. I interviewed a member of parliament for the Left 
party back then, and they believed public space should be 
kept free and not used to extract value. The profane can’t 
be allowed to materialize there. At the same time there 
were forms of large-scale value creation, driving the pri-
vatization of public space forward. I was wondering how 
to classify migrants starting new self-owned businesses 
with limited opportunities to rent business premises. So 
I began to think about the production of the urban from 
that perspective. The street traders got in touch with dis-
trict politicians at the time, by the way, and tried with-
out success to stop the negative catalog—which was not 
even a law, just a code of practice. Years later I wondered 
whether, if the right-to-the-city movement existed back 
then, alliances might have been forged. Back then it was 
impossible to think of the right to sell in public space as 
a right to the city. At that point, Lefebvre’s theory—the 

“right to the city” as the right to access social wealth, in-
frastructure, and knowledge—didn’t yet exist as a social didn’t yet exist as a social 
movement. For street traders, it was initially a question 
of being able to continue earning their subsistence. But 
even then, they linked their demands to issues of racist even then, they linked their demands to issues of racist 
discrimination. 

You write that inclusion in and exclusion from urban space You write that inclusion in and exclusion from urban space 
is defined and controlled via consumer behavior and puris defined and controlled via consumer behavior and pur--
chasing power. But when it comes to street trading, there chasing power. But when it comes to street trading, there 
seem to be two different measures of consumption—as seem to be two different measures of consumption—as 
’orderly’ and ‘disorderly’ consumption. ’orderly’ and ‘disorderly’ consumption. 

When public space is meant to be accessible to everyWhen public space is meant to be accessible to every--
one and no economic activities are to be excluded, a quesone and no economic activities are to be excluded, a ques--
tion arises: who profits from this and which activities can tion arises: who profits from this and which activities can 
be carried out in public space? That’s a huge contradiction be carried out in public space? That’s a huge contradiction 
in terms of street trading: there is an economic difference in terms of street trading: there is an economic difference 
based on who makes what profits, and there are strong based on who makes what profits, and there are strong 
indications that street trading is ethnicized. This ethniindications that street trading is ethnicized. This ethni--
cization and racialization of street trading as a Jewish cization and racialization of street trading as a Jewish 
economy existed already during the Nazi period. Meaning economy existed already during the Nazi period. Meaning 
that actions against street trading were not only actions that actions against street trading were not only actions 
against the informal economy—they also followed a racist against the informal economy—they also followed a racist 
logic. Formal reasons to combat economic activities like logic. Formal reasons to combat economic activities like 
street trading were acted out, and within that the issue of street trading were acted out, and within that the issue of 
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In contrast, urban space seems like it can be a space of 
self-empowerment, self-determination, and also of re-
sistance. 

You write, however, that the fundamental question is 
whether we have to start thinking about transformation 
or even abolition of the urban in order to decolonialize 
the urban—as it is there that colonial and capitalist re-
production takes place. What would the abolition of the 
urban mean in real terms? Would it be the abolition of the 
European idea of the urban? 

I put the demand for “abolition of the urban” into play 
as a provocation. It starts from the thesis that the idea of 
the European city has become normalized and has become 
a norm, and that the distinction between the European city 
and ‘the urban’ in general (or whatever else it could be) is 
by this stage barely even possible. The ‘abolition of the 
city’ means this dominant form of the city, that leads to 
the accumulation of wealth and thus also to injustice. From 
a decolonial perspective, the question of distribution and 

of global solidarity is thus a very fundamental one: on the 
one hand, the urban context is the space in which resis-
tance is possible. On the other, it’s a space in which all the 
work you are duty-bound bound to perform accumulates. 
So it’s a fundamental question of thinking beyond this 
dominant image and freeing yourself from the idea of the 
urban. So that’s all part of the provocation, of course—not 
knowing exactly what comes afterwards, but assuming 
that a wide-ranging and foundational challenge to these 
concepts and images is needed. We have to be capable of 
imagining a positive future. ·
Noa K. Ha works in Berlin at the DeZIM German Centre 
for Integration and Migration Research. After studying 
landscape planning, she completed her PhD at the TU Berlin 
on public space, informality, and racism in the neoliberal  
city, focusing on street trading in Berlin. Her research 
focuses on urban and spatial sociology from a postcolonial, 
decolonial, and racism-critical perspective.

racism was not named in public order policy. But it still had 
the effect of reproducing racism.

Is that what you mean with the term ‘urban decolonial-
ization’? The critique of a concept of modernity and a 
critique that understands colonialism not as a past his-
tory but as a present power relationship, a ‘coloniality of 
power’ that constantly re-inscribes itself?

I speak about the concept of urban decolonialization 
in a very tangible, practical, spatial sense: how do we live 
together? What does that mean for co-living in the city? 
How are resources distributed? Who takes what path 
to work? Where does the path lead? How well equipped 
are neighborhood schools? What effects does the 1975 
Zuzugsperre [a migration ban on non-Germans moving to 
areas with existing migrant communities of a certain size] 
still have today? While cities can be analyzed effectively 
in terms of infrastructure and resources, we must also ask 
what the epistemic premises of urbanism are. What do we 
imagine the city to be, who is this city for? This image is 
very much oriented towards a European city that is under-
stood as the norm for cities worldwide. Maybe this image is 
still oriented on the US city, but cities in Latin America or in 
the African continent never become development models 
for urban planning activities. The question of what the fu-
ture should look like is thus highly self-referential. The fact 
that this image and historical relations regarding the social 
present have to be questioned both locally and globally is present have to be questioned both locally and globally is 
what I mean when I speak about urban decolonialization. what I mean when I speak about urban decolonialization. 

TheThe Kämpfende Hütten Kämpfende Hütten exhibition showed that even the  exhibition showed that even the 
‘alternative’ history of Berlin and the squatting move‘alternative’ history of Berlin and the squatting move-
ment are still filled with certain cliches, such as the rent ment are still filled with certain cliches, such as the rent 
struggles as part of the 1968 movement or the image of struggles as part of the 1968 movement or the image of 
the paradisical 90s. How would you evaluate the retrothe paradisical 90s. How would you evaluate the retro-
spective reinterpretation of alternative histories? spective reinterpretation of alternative histories? 

A question emerges here: who narrates these alternaA question emerges here: who narrates these alterna--
tive histories? The apparently paradisical 90s were, for extive histories? The apparently paradisical 90s were, for ex--
ample, ample, the the highpoint of racist violence. This ‘paradise’ only highpoint of racist violence. This ‘paradise’ only 
applied to a particular generation in a particular position in applied to a particular generation in a particular position in 
society. For others it didn’t apply at all. When looking at alsociety. For others it didn’t apply at all. When looking at al--
ternative histories of the 90s, the really stimulating questernative histories of the 90s, the really stimulating ques--
tions are those which ask about forms of self-organization tions are those which ask about forms of self-organization 
and the possibilities for standing up against racist vioand the possibilities for standing up against racist vio--
lence. Especially in a time when people didn’t know if the lence. Especially in a time when people didn’t know if the 
police were there for them or not. With these questions, police were there for them or not. With these questions, 
we can narrate alternative histories which aim above all we can narrate alternative histories which aim above all 
to research the effects of oppression, displacement, and to research the effects of oppression, displacement, and 
marginalization. There are also the histories of resistance marginalization. There are also the histories of resistance 
within this oppression, histories that describe a moment of within this oppression, histories that describe a moment of 
liberation, a political moment. Being a political subject can liberation, a political moment. Being a political subject can 
also mean people working together and resisting because also mean people working together and resisting because 
they are actually threatened with racist violence. they are actually threatened with racist violence. 
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